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Abstract: Data availability and easier access to various computational methodologies, are transforming the             
Information Systems (IS) discipline. As more and more platforms get integrated with social media and other                
platforms, the generation of big data is facilitated (Kar, 2014; Kar, 2015, Grover et al., 2017). This big data may                    
be generated due to interaction of users with the platform, interaction among users, interaction among               
components during workflows in massive enterprise systems, and interaction among multiple organizations like             
government, firms, and individuals (Singh et al., 2017; Gupta et al., 2018; Grover and Kar, 2017). This big data                   
may be analyzed using machine learning and artificial intelligence to generate insights for decision making               
(Chakraborty and Kar, 2016, 2017; Kar, 2016).  

These studies on data science often use big data which may incorporate structured and unstructured               
data, from various digital platforms like social media, emails, IoT devices, mobile applications,             
telecommunication devices, and smart applications. The research objectives that these studies address may             
attempt to use methods from computational science to derive knowledge encoded into this big data. Interestingly,                
the theoretical contributions are sometimes questioned in these studies. There is a need to ground back studies on                  
data science to information systems discipline so that the findings can enable a better understanding of the                 
interaction, usage and impacts of individuals, organizations, society, and polity with technological artefacts.             
Multiple stakeholders may also be used in such analysis as multiple stakeholders often facilitate collective               
knowledge documentation (Kar and Pani, 2014; Grover et al., 2019a; Grover et al., 2019b). We provide direction                 
in our opinion article to fulfill this grand objective to redefine research directions within data science research.  

In this journey towards knowledge creation, first, the researchers need to develop the research              
questions. Subsequently, based on the research questions, the data collection strategy and sampling strategy has               
to be formulated. This addresses concerns surrounding veracity within big data research. Care should be taken in                 
such research to demonstrate the reliability and validity of measures. The methodology for theory building, being                
big data-driven and therefore inductive, it is important to iteratively revisit the literature for developing a                
theoretical model. Such a theoretical model should have ample opportunities for objective model specification.              
The inputs to these models would be determined from big data analytics methods which may mine unstructured                 
and structured data for computing attributes for the model validation. Statistical validation is very important in                
these studies beyond outputs derived from data visualization approaches. Researchers should also take ample              
care to minimize the trade-off between internal validity and external validity in these big data-driven studies.  
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